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	In the late 1960s racer and businessman Gordon Spice familiarized himself with the Nürburgring using a rented BMW 2002. He went through a couple of sets of tires and three sets of brake pads during the exercise and covered the cost of such consumables by charging folks to ride with him! The rental company was somewhat puzzled by the fact their car was returned with a different tire brand fitted, but the use of a BMW was no surprise, since BMW built good sports sedans.


	Formula 1 and CART champ Nigel Mansell once owned an e12 M535i too, but BMW’s  road to success quickly took it beyond sports sedans that appealed to professional racingdrivers. As a niche player grows, it edges closer to the business of rivals on either side of the divide. This tenet has proven true as BMW turned its attention outside the realm of the diehard enthusiast. However, in every new activity the Bavarian firm has maintained its dignified sporty character. The 5 series is no exception.


	The oldest of BMW’s “series” models, the 5 series dates back to September 1972. As BMW’s middle child the 5 series has featured the company’s power teams and technical devices from its smallest and largest models, with the e12 M535i being the first car after the e26 M1 to wear the “M” badge. There has been more to the 5 series than just BMW Motorsport versions, with the 6 series coupe and X5 SUV (SAV or Sports Activity Vehicle, in BMW parlance) as notable related technical spinoffs.


	BMW is a company associated with motoring firsts. The idea of a sports sedan was a novelty at one time; so was the top safety rating bestowed by the Swedish insurance company Folksam upon the e12 5 series. Rewards are rarely given immediately to trendsetters, but eventually people come around. This has been the case with BMW’s various gadgets, usually cryptically denoted using acronyms. The Bavarian concern has introduced a fair number of these technical newbies over the decades, and these items are examined herein. It should be noted that this book doesn’t cover just one car maker ... it covers ten.


	Tuners or speed shops, as they pertain to BMW and other prestige marques, are best described as low-volume specialist manufacturers and are regarded as such by the central German TÜV authority. Compared to the operations that catered to U.S. makes up to the early ’70s, the mostly German BMW tuners adopt a more holistic approach to the art of performance improvement.
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Learning JavaScript Data Structures and Algorithms: Write complex and powerful JavaScript code using the latest ECMAScript, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create classic data structures and algorithms such as depth-first search and breadth-first search, learn recursion, as well as create and use a heap data structure using JavaScript

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement common data structures and the associated algorithms along with the context in which...
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France and the World since 1870 (International Relations and the Great Powers)Arnold, 2001
Here, John Keiger examines the subtle forces that have shaped France's international relations, from material aspects such as geography, demography, and economics, to more abstract features of France's national identity such as the notion of state and the impulse to spread French culture. The
first study of its kind in English, the book is...
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The Compiler Design Handbook: Optimizations and Machine Code Generation, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007
Todays embedded devices and sensor networks are becoming more and more sophisticated, requiring more efficient and highly flexible compilers. Engineers are discovering that many of the compilers in use today are ill-suited to meet the demands of more advanced computer architectures.  

Updated to include the latest techniques, The...
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Beginning Dreamweaver MXWrox Press, 2003
Dreamweaver is used by 1.7 million developers and is the world’s most popular web development tool. With this book you’ll learn how to use the latest version – Dreamweaver MX – to create professional websites that you’ll be proud to publish.
Our fast-paced tutorials walk you through building three complete...
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iOS Swift Game Development Cookbook: Simple Solutions for Game Development ProblemsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Ready to make amazing games for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch? With Apple’s Swift programming language, it’s never been easier. This updated cookbook provides detailed recipes for a managing wide range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math to SpriteKit and OpenGL to performance—all...
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Grinnell: America's Environmental Pioneer and His Restless Drive to Save the WestLiveright, 2019

	
		Winner • National Outdoor Book Award (History/Biography)

		Longlisted • PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for Biography

	
		Before Rachel Carson, there was George Bird Grinnell?the man whose prophetic vision did nothing less than launch American conservation.

	George...
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